
Baby’s Best Friends: Cats and babies 

By Sarah Loch, Korat owner and new mother 

This is a short tale of how we introduced our baby to our very established feline 
family and how easy the process has been. Those of you expecting a baby will no 
doubt be aware that many pregnancy and baby books recommend babies and cats be 
kept apart, but those amongst us who count their cats as family are obviously not 
going to be able to follow this advice. During my pregnancy, I found it extremely 
dispiriting, irritating and confusing to read that we would need to ‘have someone 
mind the cat’ in the early weeks for fear of the cat sleeping with and smothering the 
baby. We have four Korats, thoroughly beloved and very, very settled in their 
routines, and we also live in a small townhouse, so any advice to keep cats and baby 
separate was going to be extremely difficult to follow. 

Before the big day 

We have a good idea of our cats’ behaviour and we know that two of the four are 
interested in children, whilst the other two make themselves scarce. To explore this 
further, we began asking friends with young and younger children to come and visit 
so we could see how the cats reacted. We actively encouraged the kids to play with 
the cats, or inquisitive toddlers to crawl towards them and we observed. It was a bit 
of a non-event. In most cases, most of the four would stay out of the way the entire 
time, save for a tantalising tail flick from one or two before retreating upstairs or 
outside for a sleep. 

Tips 

 Stock up on cat treats, cat food and litter 

 Consider buying Feliway pheromone diffusers to reduce cats’ anxiety to new 
noises, smells etc 

 Create some appealing, new cat nests in quieter places in the house  

The new arrival 

As a brand new parent, it is very difficult to see beyond those early few months and 
imagine the new phases you will go through in the months ahead. Some of the more 
cat-sympathetic sources of advice suggest you begin altering your cats’ routines (I’m 
thinking ‘cats’ in the plural sense as our small tribe of four has undoubtedly shaped 
the way we’ve gone about things) as soon as possible after discovering you’re 
pregnant. For us, changing night time routines was something we always meant to do 
but it was just too hard and we never got around to it. 
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through the mesh. Our graphic concerns of a cat lying inquisitively over the top of the 
hood, looking in at the sleeping baby and falling through onto the baby below proved 
completely implausible as with the baby’s irregular, spontaneous and gut wrenching 
screams, our sensible cats either headed to another room altogether or shut their eyes 
tight and tried to imagine themselves someplace warm, sprinkled with catnip and cat 
treats to nibble. 

We were mindful of the stress the sound of the crying and the regular lights-on 
interruptions through the nights may have had on the cats, but as we were doing our 
best to soothe our baby, we needed to rely on pats, cuddles, cat nip and cat treats to 
let the cats know we felt their pain and we still loved them. 

Cats need: 

 As this is a very hectic time ( and it won’t always be like this), focus on the 
basics: food, clean litter, and if possible, and the back door open to the cat 
enclosure or a quieter part of the house as an escape route 

 Love and acknowledgement –a little goes a long way. When you’re exhausted 
and trying to cope with a baby plus the myriad of unfamiliar tasks baby’s bring 
with them, the cats do fall in priority (unless they scream and cry like Supranee 
does), but life will settle down in about three short months and your cats will 
forgive you 

 To give you a cuddle. Standing in the kitchen surrounded by unwritten thank 
you cards, obstetrician bills, breast pumps, sterilising equipment, mountains of 
washing, defrosting lasagne (from the supply you made before you went to 
hospital but are now so sick of), just grab the closest cat and give them a 
cuddle.  

Growing up 

Our baby is now almost one and in addition to the vacuum cleaner, which he loves 
following around the house (???), he has four best-playmates. The cats are constantly 
making Leo laugh (when he sees them wander into his room first thing each 
morning), gasp in wonder (when they leap over him or onto his change table) and 
crawl (as he tries to follow them). They do not require batteries, and apart from our 
wonderful three-legged Simon, they can all jump over the baby gate when they want 
to escape. If you have a multi-cat household, you’ll also realise how handy it is to 
have multiple cats in the same colour – the cats can rotate, appearing to entertain the 
baby only a couple of times a day so they don’t get too overwhelmed, yet the baby is 
delighted! 
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